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Birdsong Sunset Card Instructions 
 

List of materials needed: 

 Class card is not exactly as shown 

UMS550 – Cling Stamp – Birdsong Meadow 
CED1206 – Spanish Collection dies – Cordoba 
CED5512 – Noble Dies – Double Pierced Background 
Rectangle 
64100074 - Joy! Crafts Clear Stamps - Swirl l 
MLUXE Inks – Dandelion, Morocco, Love Letter, Black 
Colour Cloud Ink – Scarlet Woman 
Embossing Powder - Black 
40980 - Creative Expressions Cardstock in Coconut White 
Black Cardstock 
Stamp with your choice of saying 
 
 

Directions: 
1. Cut a piece of black cardstock 6 ¾” x 5 ¾”.  
2. Cut a rectangle from a piece of coconut white cardstock using the second largest die from the Noble die. 
3. Die cut the top layer for the card using the outer die from the Cordoba die set. 
4. Tack the paper with low tack tape to the Cordoba die after die-cutting so that the die acts as a mask keeping the 

edges white.  

5. Cut a small circle out of copy paper and, using the low tack tape underneath, attach it in the upper corner.  

6. Dab a mini smoothie in the yellow ink pad and while holding the circle with one finger, start rubbing the yellow 

ink around the circle. Rub in a circular motion to the corner and half way across the paper. 

7. Repeat the process with the orange ink starting from the opposite side and working toward the yellow. Ensure 

you do not have too much orange on your smoothie by blotting the smoothie on scrap paper first. Blend well 

where the orange and yellow meet shading lightly into the yellow. Add more yellow if required. 

8. Add some accent colour with the red ink on the orange edges. Then with a light amount of the cloud ink on a 
clean smoothie blend on top of the dry ink to help blend out lines. 

9. When the ink on the sunset is dry, stamp the birdsong meadow stamp with black ink carefully onto the sunset 
inked cardstock. This may need to be stamped twice. 

10. Remove the die mask from the paper and add dimensional foam tabs to the back. Attach the stamped top layer 

to the center of the black cardstock with dimensional foam tabs. 

11. Stamp the swirl stamp with black ink in a random pattern around the outside edge of the black cardstock. 
12. Add black embossing powder to the ink while the ink is wet. Shake off excess powder and heat with a heating 

tool until embossing powder is glossy. Round the corners with a punch or scissors. 
13. Attach the black cardstock to the white base layer with double sided tape.  
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